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Formal models for a computer and for programs are introduced. These 
models are used to develop a theory for programs based on the underlying 
computational structure of the computer to be programmed. Several notions of 
"well-behaved" programs are introduced. Necessary and sufficient conditions 
for converting arbitrary programs to "well-behaved" programs are derived. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the goals of theoretical computer science is to provide a systematic 
understanding of the basic phenomena of information processing. Among the 
many different approaches to this task, one can distinguish a machine-dependent 
approach which goes roughly as follows. Since a computer is a central unit in 
many information-processing systems, it seems reasonable to assume that some 
of the underlying principles of "how computers operate" are important o the 
understanding of information processing in general. One natural approach 
is to try to express these underlying principles of how computers operate 
through properties of the set of all computations possible on a computer. This 
philosophy can be expressed as follows: Once a computer is given to us, the 
set of all possible computations (runs) on it is fixed. The only thing we do when 
we execute a particular task on a computer (load a program) is to pick out a 
particular computation from the set of all possible computations. 
* Part of this work was done while at the Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam. This 
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One point of departure in building up a theory along these lines is to modeI 
the classical yon Neumann concept of a stored program computer with indirect 
addressing. One such model, among others, was proposed in Pawlak (1969). 
The underlying idea was to provide a model which would help to explain how 
the various possible states of a computer elate to one another. In this context, 
a state is a function from the set of addresses to the set of possible contents 
of memory locations. One special memory location (the counter) contains the: 
address of the location holding a coding of the current control step (statement) 
to be executed next. This statement is decoded by the control unit of the com- 
puter and executed, resulting in a new state. A computation is then a sequence 
of states. When observing a particular computation, one can distinguish a 
sequence of pairs (address, contents) activated in consecutive states. The second_ 
element of the pair is, approximately, the statement executed. The set of all 
such pairs is, in essense, the program determining this computation. To simplify 
the theory, let us consider only programs without self-modification. In this case, 
such a program is a subset of every state included in the computation sequence. 
Now, if we collect all the computation sequences that contain the given program, 
then we get the set of states associated with the given program. Similarly, 
with each "statement" of this program, we can associate a set of states; namely, 
those states which contain this statement in the activated location. In other words, 
each statement is associated with the set of states which represent the machine 
about to execute this statement. This leads us to a possible approach to inves- 
tigating programs. Each program is a set of statements and, in turn, each 
statement is a set of states. The various statements will thus be pairwise disjoint 
sets of states. 
Thus a natural approach to investigating programs is to forget about the 
burdensome, technical details of the definition of such address machines and 
to define a computer to be a set of states with several transition functions. Each 
transition function corresponds to an instruction (family of instructions). 
A program is then defined to be a collection of mutually disjoint subsets of the 
set of states, each subset lying within the domain of a single instruction. This 
approach is taken in this paper. In particular, we concentrate on the topics 
which are "well-haved" programs and, when it is possible, to construct such 
programs. We establish several results indicating that the possibility of writing 
"nice programs" is dependent on simple properties of the set of all computations 
available on the machine. This partially justifies our view that a theory for infor- 
mation processing can be based on simple, basic properties of the set of all 
computations available on a computer. 
The order of topics presented is as follows. After introducing the necessary 
formal definitions, we present necessary and sufficient conditions for a machine 
to have the property that every program can be converted to an equivalen t 
"well-behaved" program. We then go on to describe canonical forms for certain 
types of well-behaved programs. Finally, we consider quotient machines 
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obtained by identifying machine states which are in some sense computationally 
equivalent. The relationship of the programming structure of a machine and 
its quotient machines is tudied under this topic. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
We now formalize our notations of machine and program. 
2.1 DEFINITION. 
2.1.1. A P machine is a pair M = (S, ~r), where S is a set of states and ~r 
is a partial function from S to S. Whenever ~r(q) = s 2 , then we say that the 
machine M goes from states 1 to s 2 in one step. 
2.1.2. A state s is called a halting state if ~r(s) is undefined. The set of all 
halting states of M is denoted HALT(M) .  
2.1.3. A computation of M is a finite or infinite sequence so , s~, s 2 ,... of 
states such that ~v(s¢) = si+l for all i, except the last si in case the sequence is 
finite. A complete computation is a computation that either is infinite or is finite 
and ends with a haking state. 
2.1.4. 
such that 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
An instruction machine (I  machine) is a system M ~ (S , /1 , /2  ,..., I~) 
S is a set of states (possibly infinite) 
each I i ,  1 <~ i <~ m, is a partial function from S to S, and 
for 1 ~< i < j  ~ m, DOM(I i )  and DOM(I j )  are disjoint, where 
DOM(I i )  denotes the domain of the partial function T i . 
The partial functions I i are called the instructions of the machine M. On an 
intuitive level, we may think of the I i  as the instructions available on the 
machine M. So, for example, Ix might be the plus instruction, I 2 might be the 
multiplication instruction, I 3 the store instruction, I 4 the fetch instruction and 
so on. Since we are modeling stored program machines which hold their program 
in storage, the program and "instruction counter" are part of the machine state. 
Hence, for any state of the machine there should be at most one applicable 
instruction. This is the reason for condition (iii) above. 
It is worth noting that the I i are not completely determined by the "hardware" 
of the machine M, but also represent our way of viewing the machine M. 
For  example, instead of making each arithmetic operation a separate I i , we 
might have a single instruction I i for all arithmetic operations. 
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2.1.5. The P machine associated with the I machine M = (S , /1 ,  Is ,..-, Ira) 
is the machine M '  = (S, ~r), where ~ is the union of all the I i ,  1 ~ i ~ m. 
By a computation, complete computation, or halting state of  M, we will mean 
a computation, complete computation, or halting state, respectively, of the 
associated P machine M' .  
Having defined I machines, we now go on to define programs for I machines. 
Since we are modeling stored-program achines, the program and "instruction 
counter" are completely determined by the state of the machine. The approach 
that we will take is that, in this abstract context, a statement of a program is 
identified with the set of all states which represent this machine, holding this 
program in storage and about to execute this statement. So a program statement 
is, for us, just a set of states. Since a program statement is a refinement of a 
machine instruction (for example a refinement of the store instruction to store 
in location 20), each statement must lie within a single instruction domain. 
With this notion of program statement, we can define a program to be a set of 
statements. There is no need to order the statements of a program or to add 
any other mechanism for flow of control. The definition of a machine program 
is such that each state lie in at most one program statement and hence the state 
will determine which statement is executed next. We now make these ideas 
formal. 
2.2 DEFINITION. Let M : (S, I 1 , I  s ,...,Ira) be an I machine and let 
M '  = (S, ~r) be the P machine associated with M. 
2.2.1. A program for M is a finite coUection, P = {Bt, B s .... , B~}, of non- 
empty sets of states uch that 
(i) the Bi are pairwise disjoint, 
(ii) for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n, either there is an instruction 1"5 such that B~ 
is a subset of DOM(I j )  or else Bi consists entirely of halting states. 
The sets B~ are called the statements of the program P. I f  B~ consists entirely 
of halting states, then B~ is called a halt statement. 
2.2.2. The support of the program P is defined and denoted by SUP(P) -~- 
~)~=1 Bi.  P is said to be closed provided that, for all states S in SUP(P), either 
~r(s) is undefined or ~(s) is in SUP(P). Two programs P1 and/)2 for M are said 
to be (computationally) equivalent if SUP(P1) = SUP(Ps). Notice that two pro- 
grams are equivalent if and only if they realize exactly the same set of compu- 
tations. 
2.2.3. The program P is said to be a universal program for the machine M- 
provided SUP(P)= S. Clearly, every I machine has a universal program. 
For example, P ---- (DOM(/1) , DOM(Is) .... , DOM(I~),  HALT(M)} is a uni -  
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versal program for M. This particular universal program P will be called the 
natural universal program for M. 
3. TREE DECOMPOSITIONS 
In this section, we investigate conditions under which a program can be 
converted to an equivalent "well-structured" program. By "well-structured" 
,aTe mean that the program statements can be arranged in a tree-like structure 
which exhibks the flow of control in a specific, simple and organized way. A 
formal definition of what we will take to be a "weU-structured" program follows. 
3.1 DEFINITION. Let P = {B1, B2 ..... B~} be a program for an I machine 
M ~ (S, 11,12 ,..., Ira) and let M '  = (S, ,r) be the P machine associated with M. 
3.1.1. For any set B of states of 3/, the closure, respectively exit set, of B 
is defined and denoted by CLOS(B) = {s] for some d >/0,  there is a compu- 
tation So, h ,..., st such that s o is in B and se = s}, respectively EXIT(B)  = 
{s [ s is not in B and there is a state s' in B such that ~r(s') = s.} In the definition 
of CLOS(B), the case d = 0 is to be interpreted to mean s is in B. So B is a 
a subset of CLOS(B). 
3.1.2. P is said to be tree decomposable provided that the statements of P 
can be arranged in a tree such that 
(i) every node of the tree is a unique statement B i and each B i is some 
node of the tree, 
(ii) for each Bi,  CLOS(Bi) contains all Bj such that Bj is a descendant 
of Bi in the tree, 
(iii) if B~ is a direct descendant of Bi ,  then EXIT(Bi)  n Bj is nonempty, 
and 
(iv) for each Bi ,  EXIT(Bi)  is contained in the union of all B~- such that 
ekher Bj is a direct descendant ofB i or Bj is an ancestor of B i . 
3.1.3. P is said to be forward tree decomposable if the statements of P can 
be arranged in a tree such that this tree satisfies (i), (ii), (iii) above and 
(iv') for each Bi,  EXIT(B/)  is contained in the union of all Bj such that 
B 5 is a direct descendant of B~. 
Note that if a program has a tree decomposition, then it must be closed. 
For this reason we will confine our discussion to closed programs. 
In a tree decomposition, we can think of the subtrees that hang below a node 
as subprograms of the statement at that node. With this intuitive view, a tree 
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decomposition exhibits the program as a hierarchy of subprograms. Control 
may pass, from a given statement, down to a subprogram at the next level or 
up to any calling subprogram which is above the statement in the hierarchy. 
A forward tree decomposition has a particularly simple structure in that control 
can only pass down and never up in the hierarchy. 
We next define some notions which will help to characterize when a closed 
program may be converted into an equivalent ree decomposable program. 
3.2 DEFINITION. Let M = (S, I1 , I  z , . . . , I~)  be an I machine and let 
M '  = (S, lr) be its associated P machine. 
3.2.1. An instruction I~ of M is said to be a start instruction provided that 
(i) if s is in DOM(I~.), then there is no state s' such that rr(s') = s, and 
(ii) if s is any state in S, then there is a computation So, s 1 ,..., s t such that 
s o is in DOM(I~-) and s t = s. 
The states in DONI(/~) are called start states. Clearly, if M has a start instruction, 
then it is unique. If M has a start instruction, we will denote it by START(M) .  
3.2.2. Assume M has a start instruction and P = {B1,  B 2 .... , Bn} is a pro- 
gram for 21//. A statement B i is said to be a start statement for P provided that 
(i) Bi is a subset of DOM(START(M))  and 
(ii) if s is any state in SUP(P), then there is a partial computation 
So, sl , . . .  , s t such that s o is in Bi ,  sj is in SUP(P) for 0 ~< j ~< •, and st = s. 
Note that if P has a start statement, then it is unique. In such a case we denote 
it by START(P) .  
3.2.3. Let s o , s 1 , sz ,..., s t be a computation of M. The instruction history 
of this computation is the sequence I io, l i l ,  Ii~ ,..., Is of instructions such that 
s~. is in DOM(Ii~). I f  se is a halting state, then we end the sequence with H, 
where H is a new formal object used to denote "halting instruction." The trace 
of this partial computation is the subsequence of its instruction history obtained 
by deleting all Iij+~ such that Ii~+1 = l it . 
3.2.4. M is said to be trace consistent provided that 
(i) M has a start instruction, and 
(ii) any two partial computations which start with a start state and end 
with the same state have the same trace. 
The proof of the next lemma is routine and hence omitted. 
3.3 LEMMA. Let M be an I machine with a start instruction. 
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(1) I f  P is a program with a start statement and P has a tree decomposition, 
then this tree decomposition is unique. 
(2) I f  P is a universal tree decomposable program for M, then this program 
has a start statement. 
(3) I f  P is a universal program for M with a start statement, then 
START(P)  = DOM(START(M)) .  
When trying to decide if every closed program for a machine is equivalent to 
a (forward) tree decomposable program, it suffices to consider only universal 
programs. The next lemma makes this more precise. The proof is easy and hence 
omitted. 
3.4 LEMMA. Let M be an instruction machine with a start instruction and let 
P be a universalprogramfor M. I fP  has a tree decomposition, respectively forward 
tree decomposition, then every closed program for M, which has a start statement, 
is equivalent o a tree decomposable, respectively forward tree decomposable, 
program. 
3.5 THEOREM. f f  M = (S, I1, I2 .... , IN) is an I machine that is trace con- 
sistent and P is a closed program for M with a start statement, hen P is equivalent 
to a tree decomposable program. 
Proof. We will describe a tree decomposable program, P' ,  that is equivalent 
to P. The construction of P '  is illustrated by Example 3.6. As an intermediate 
step, we first construct a tree, T, and a directed graph, G, that have each node 
labeled either by an instruction of M or by H. Without loss of generality, 
assume I 1 is the start instruction. Construct T to be of depth m q- 1 as follows. 
Label the root node I 1 . Give the root node m direct descendants labeled 
dry, Ia ,..., I N and H. In general, give each node not labeled by H direct descen- 
dants labeled I~ , I¢~ ,..., I l l  and H; where these instruction labels are all labels 
such that neither the given node nor any ancestor of the given node is labeled 
by any of I q ,  Li2 ..... I i l .  The nodes labeled H have no descendants. Clearly, 
this process terminates and yields a tree, T, in which the node labels of paths 
from root to a leaf consist of all sequences of instructions such that the sequence 
starts with 11 , ends with H and has no instruction repeated. To get G from T: 
Change the arcs from parent to offspring nodes to directed ares terminating at 
the offspring, and add directed arcs from each node, not labeled by H, to each 
of its ancestor nodes. The resulting directed graph is G. With each node of G, 
we associate a subset of SUP(P) as follows. With the root node we associate 
the start statement of P. With each other node, N', we associate the set of all 
states s in SUP(P) such that: if we first take the unique trace of computations 
from a start state to s and then, starting at the root node, follow the directed 
path which passes through nodes labeled by the elements of the trace (in order) 
643/4I/i-2 
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then we end up at N. P' consists of all nonempty sets which are associated with 
some node. 
Clearly, the tree T describes a tree decomposition of P', provided that P' 
is a program. That is, provided the sets making up P' are pairwise disjoint. 
But this follows easily from the fact that M is trace consistent. This completes 
the proof. | 
3.6 EXAMPLE. This example illustrates the construction given in the proof 
of Theorem 3.5 as well as a number of the concepts discussed previously. 
Let M • (S, I1, Ie,  Ia), where S = {1, 2,..., 11} and the functions I1, [2 and 13 
are described in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1 the states are given in four columns, one for 
the domain of each instruction and one column for the halting states: an arrow 
from one state to another means that M can make this state transition in one 
step; for example, I1!1 ) = 5. Note that M has a start instruction, namely I 1 . 
It is easy to see that M is trace consistent and hence, by Theorem 3.5, every 
closed program with a start statement is equivalent o a tree-decomposable 
program. 
17 12 I S HALT 
3 ~ 9  11 
FIG. ]. State transitions. 
Let P = {{1, 2, 33, {4, 5, 6}, {73, {8, 9), {10, 1133. Then P is a universal 
closed program with a start statement, but P is not tree decomposable. We 
now illustrate the construction from the proof of Theorem 3.5 and thereby 
obtain a tree-decomposable program P' equivalent to P. The tree T and directed 
graph G for P are given in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively. Figure 4 shows the set 
of states associated with each node of G. (2~ denotes the empty set.) From this 
we get the equivalent program P '  = {{1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6, 7}, {8}, {93, {10}, {11}} 
and its tree decomposition. The tree decomposition of P' is given in Fig. 5. | 
The converse to Theorem 3.5 does not hold as shown by the following example 
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3.7 EXAMPLE. Below we define a machine M such that M has a start 
instruction, every program for M which has a start instruction is equivalent o 
a tree decomposable program but M is not trace consistent. M = (S, 11 ,12 ,  Is) , 
where S = {1, 2, 3}, I1(1 ) = 2,/2(2) = 3, and/3(3) = 2./1 is a start instruction. 
Clearly, there is a universal tree decomposable program, ({1}, {2},(3}} and, 
hence, every program with a start instruction is equivalent o a tree decomposable 
program. However,  the two computat ions 1, 2, and 1, 2, 3, 2 have different 
traces. | 
15 
I2 Ii 
13 
,it ~tt 
K 
Fro. 2. Tree T. 
I 1 
H 
FIG. 3. Directed graph G. 
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{1,2,3} 
1 I 
FIG. 4. State sets associated with G. 
{1,2,3} 
{4,5,6,7} {9} 
{8} {10} {11} 
FIG. 5. Tree decomposition for P'. 
Theorem 3.5 gives a sufficient but not necessary condition for guaranteeing 
that every closed program with a start statement is equivalent to a program 
with a tree decomposition. In order to get a necessary and sufficient condition, 
we will weaken the notion of trace consistent. 
3.8 DEFINITION. 
3.8.1. Let M be an I machine with a start instruction and let s o , s 1 ,..., s~ 
be a computation of M. let I io, Iq ,..., Ii~ be the trace of this computation. 
The reduced trace of this computation is the subsequence of this trace obtained 
as follows. Let j < k be such that Ii~ = Ii~, j is as small as possible and k is 
as large as possible given j. Delete Ii~+l, Ii5+2 ,..., Iii ° to obtain the subsequence 
Iio , Iq ,..., Iq ,  Iik+l ,..., I&.  Repeat his operation to the subsequence so obtained, 
then to the subsequence next obtained and so forth until the subsequence 
obtained has no repeated instructions. The subsequence finally produced is the 
reduced trace. 
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3.8.2. An I machine, ~1//, is said to be reduced trace consistent provided that 
(i) M has a start instruction, and 
(ii) any two computations that start with a start state and end with the 
same state have the same reduced trace. 
Note that, if M is trace consistent, hen it is reduced trace consistent. However, 
the converse is, in general, not true. 
3.9 DEFINITION. Let M = (S , /1 ,12 ,..., IN) be an / machine with a start 
instruction. An I machine M '  = (S', I~, I~ ,..., I~) with a start instruction is 
said to be a refinement machine of M provided that 
(i) the P machine associated with M'  is equal to the P machine associated 
with M (so, in particular, S'  = S), 
(ii) for every 1 ~<i~<n,  there is a 1 ~<j ~m such that DOM(I~) is 
a subset of DOM(/ j) ,  and 
(iii) DOM(START(M) )  = DOM(START(M' ) ) .  
3.10 THEOREM. Let M = (S, I1 ,'I~ ,..., IN) be an I machine with a start 
instruction. Then the following are equivalent. 
(1) Every closed program for M with a start statement is equivalent o a 
tree decomposable program. 
(2) There is a refinement machine M '  of M such that M '  is reduced trace 
consistent. 
Proof. We first show that (1) implies (2). Suppose (1) holds. First, consider 
the special case where M has no halting states. Let P = {B 1 , B 2 ,..., B~} be 
a universal tree decomposable program for M and let (S, ~r) be the P machine 
associated with M. Note that, by Lemma 3.3, P has a start statement. Define 
M '  = (S, I [ ,  I~ ,..., I'~), where I~ is ~r restricted to B i ,  1 ~< i ~< n. With the 
held of Lemma 3.3, it is not difficult o see that M'  is a refinement machine of M.  
Thus, is will suffice to show that M'  is reduced trace consistent. To see this, 
suppose s o , s 1 ,..., s t is a computation of M '  such that s o is a start state. For 
some unique io, s t is in Bio. From the definitions of tree decomposition and of 
reduced trace, it follows that the reduced trace of this computation is the 
sequence of labels I~1 , I~  ,..., I~  such that DOM(I~I), DOM(I~2),..., DOM(I~)  
label the nodes on the path from the root node to Bio in the tree decomposition 
of P. So each such subcomputation has a reduced trace determined solely by s t . 
Thus M'  is reduced trace consistent. This shows that (1) implies (2) in the 
case where M has no halting states. The proof in the case where M has halting 
states is basically the same but is notationally harder to express. Since the 
difference in proofs for the two cases is basically one of notational change, we 
wiU omit the proof for the latter case. 
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It remains to show that (2) implies (1). By Lemma 3.4 it suffices to produce 
a universal tree decomposable program for 21//. By the definition of a refinement 
machine, it suffices to produce a universal tree decomposable program for M'. 
However, inspecting the construction given in the proof of Theorem 3.5, 
one notices that under the assumption of reduced trace consistency for M', 
given the natural universal program for M', it produces an equivalent ree 
decomposable program. | 
The remainder of this section is concerned with producing a necessary and 
sufficient condition for guaranteeing that every closed program with a start 
statement is equivalent to a program with a forward tree decomposition. 
3.11 DEFINITION. An I machine M is said to be trace bounded provided 
there is some N such that: for any computation of M, the trace of this compu- 
tation has length at most AT. 
3.12 LEMMA. Let M be an I machine with a start instruction, i f  M has a 
universal, forward tree decomposable program, then M is trace consistent and trace 
bounded. 
Proof. Let P be a universal, forward tree decomposable program for M. 
I f  the tree in the tree decomposition of P has depth 1 iV, then every trace of 
a computation of M will have length at most AT. So M is trace bounded. 
I f  s is any state of M, then every computation from a start state to s passes 
through the same path in the forward tree decomposition of P, namely the path 
from the root node to the unique node labeled by a statement containing s. 
From this it follows immediately that, any two such computations have the same 
trace. So M is also trace consistent. | 
3.13 THEOREM. Let M be an I machine with a start instruction. The following 
are equivalent. 
(1) Every closed program for M with a start statement has an equivalent 
forward tree decomposable program. 
(2) M is trace consistent and trace bounded. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.12, it follows that (1) implies (2). Conversely, suppose 
(2) holds. In order to establish (1), it will suffice, by Lemma 3.4, to show that 
M has a universal, forward tree decomposable program. To accomplish this, 
we use a technique similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 3.5. Let N 
be such that the trace of every complete computation of M has length at most 
AT and let m be the number of instruction of M. We first construct a tree T 
i The depth of a tree equals the number of nodes on a maximal length path from the 
root to a leaf. 
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of depth N such that every node is labeled either by an instruction of M or by H, 
where, as before, H is a formal object used to denote "halting instruction". 
The tree is constructed from root to leaves down to N levels as follows. The root 
node is labeled by the start instruction. The root node has m offspring nodes 
labeled by H and the m - -  1 instructions other than the start instruction. Each 
non-root node, not labeled by H, has m - -  1 offspring nodes labeled by the m - -  1 
labels consisting of H and the m - -  2 instructions other than the start instruction 
and the instruction labeling the parent node. Nodes labeled H have no offspring. 
So the set of paths from root to leaves of T are labeled by all possible sequences 
of length at most N such that: 
(1) the first element of the sequence is the start instruction and no other 
dement of the sequence is the start instruction, 
(2) any two consecutive lements of the sequence are different, and 
(3) H occurs only at the end of a sequence and all sequences of length 
less than N end with H. 
With each node of T we associate the set of states s such that the unique trace 
from a start state to s is the sequence of labels encountered on the path from 
the root node to the given node. Let P be the set of all non-empty sets associated 
with the nodes of T. I t  is easy to see that P is a universal program for M and 
that the above construction exhibits a forward tree decomposition of P. | 
4. CANONICAL TREE DECOMPOSITIONS 
Given a program P which is forward tree decomposable, there are, in general, 
many programs P '  which are equivalent to P and forward tree decomposable. 
There is, however, one program P '  which is in some sense the smallest such 
program and which can be, in some intuitive sense, "effectively" constructed 
given P. This P' will be called the first canonical tree decomposition equivalent 
to P. There is also a second canonical tree decomposition equivalent to P. As 
with the first canonical decomposition, the second canonical decomposition 
is also unique. The difference between the two canonical forms is that the second 
canonical form displays more computational structure. If a machine has two 
complete computations such that the trace of one is a prefix of the trace of the 
other, then this can easily be detected by studying the structure of the second 
canonical form but this is not easily displayed using the first canonical form. 
The method of constructing canonical forms applies to tree decompositions 
as well as forward tree decompositions. However, if the tree decomposition is
not forward, then the canonical forms may not be unique. 
4.1 DEFINITION. LetPbeaprogramforanfmach ine  M = (S, I1,I2,... , I~). 
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4.1.1. A statement B in P is said to be closed if CLOS(B) = B. B is said 
to be open provided that, for each state s in B, there is a computation starting 
with s and leading to a state which is not in in B. Note that there may be state- 
ments B which are neither open nor closed. 
4.1.2. If B is in P, then the instruction of B is denoted INST(B) and is 
defined to be the unique [~ such that B is included in DOM(II). If B is a halt 
statement, hen INST(B) ~- H, where again H is a new formal object to stand 
for "halting instructions." 
4.1.3. Suppose P is tree decomposable and consider a tree decomposition 
of P. The decomposition tree is said to be in first canonical form provided that 
the following holds: I f  A and B are in P and A, B are either siblings or one is 
the parent of the other in the tree decomposition, then INST(A) =/= INST(B). 
4.1.4 (Notation as in 4.1.3). The tree decomposition is said to be in second 
canonical form provided that 
(i) if A is a statement of P which is not at the root node, then A is either 
open or closed, 
(ii) if A and B are statements of P and d is the parent of B in the tree 
decomposition, then INST(A) =/= INST(B), and 
(iii) if A and B are statements of P, A, B are siblings and A, B are either 
both open or both closed, then INST(A) ~= INST(B). 
4.2. THEOREM. Let M be an I machine and let P be a tree decomposable program. 
Then there are equivalent tree decomposable programs P' and P" such that the 
tree decomposition f P', respectively P", is in first, respectively second, canonical 
form. Furthermore, if P is forward tree decomposable, then the tree decompositions 
of P' and P" will be forward tree decompositions. 
Pro@ Let us consider the first canonical form. To obtain P '  and its tree 
decomposition from a tree decomposition of P, proceed as follows. I f  A is the 
parent of B in the given tree decomposition of P and INST(A) = INST(B), 
then replace A by A u B in the tree decomposition and hang both the subtrees 
that were below A and the subtrees that were below B, below A u B in the tree 
decomposition. I f  A and B are siblings and INST(A) = INST(B), then replace 
A by A u B in the tree decomposition and hang both the subtrees that were 
below A and the subtrees that were below B, below _//u B in the tree decompo- 
sition. Repeat these two operations as often as possible. The resulting tree is a 
tree decomposition i  first canonical form for a program P' equivalent o P. 
I f  the original tree decompositions were forward, then the tree decomposition 
produced in this way will also be forward. 
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The second canonical form P" is obtained from the first canonical form P '  
as follows. For each non-root node statement A of the program in first canonical 
form, replace A by A 1 and add a sibling A 2 to A 1 , where A1 and A s are defined 
as follows. A 1 = {sis is in A and there is a computation leading from s to a 
state not in A} and A 2 = A - -  A 1 . Note that the subtrees that were below d 
are now below A 1 (as well as being changed themselves) and that A s has no 
offspring. If either A 1 or A s is empty, then it is omitted. Since what we have done 
is to factor each A into a closed statement A s and an open statement A1, it 
follows that the resulting tree decomposition is in second canonical form. This 
second transformation also preserves the property of being a forward tree 
decomposition. | 
4.3. THEOREM. Let M be an I machine and let P be a forward tree decomposable 
program for M. Then there are unique programs P' and P", and unique forward 
tree decompositions of P' and P" such that: P, P' and P" are equivalent, he forward 
tree decomposition f P' is in first canonical form and the forward tree decompo- 
sition of P" is in second canonical form. 
Proof. The existence of the forward tree decompositions was proven by 
Theorem 4.2. So it remains to show that the first and second canonical forms 
are unique. Consider the first canonical form. Suppose P' is any tree decom- 
posable program equivalent to P and such that P' has a tree decomposition T' 
in first canonical form. We proceed in two steps. First we show that a particular 
labeled tree T derived from T' can be characterized in terms of SUP(P) alone. 
Then we show that P' and T' can be characterized in terms of SUP(P) and T 
alone. From this it follows that P '  and T' are uniquely determined by SUP(P). 
T is the labeled tree obtained from T' by replacing each statement A, which 
labels a node of T', by the lable INST(A).  We wish to describe T in terms of 
SUP(P). First note that the lable of the root node of T can be derived from 
SUP(P), This is because P has a forward tree decomposition and, hence, there 
is a unique instruction I, namely the instruction of the statement labeling the 
root node of a forward tree decomposition of P, such that every state in SUP(P) 
can be reached by a computation from some state in DOM(/) .  Hence the root 
node of T must be labeled by this instruction L To see that T is uniquely deter- 
minded by SUP(P), note the following two points. The set of all sequences of 
labels from root node to some node of T must equal the set of traces of compu- 
tations in SUP(P) that start with the instruct ion/ .  Also, T has the property 
that no two nodes N1, N 2 such that N~ is the parent of N 2 or N- 1 and ]V 2 are 
siblings, can be labeled by the same instruction. There is only one labeled tree 
with these two properties. Hence T is determined by SUP(P). 
We now describe T', the forward tree decomposition i first canonical form 
in terms of T and SUP(P). I f  A labels the root node of T', then A consists of 
all states in DOM( I )  such that there is no computation s o, s 1 ,..., se with st = s 
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and s o in SUP(P) - -  DOM(I) .  (Recall that f is the instruction that labels the 
root node of T.) Let A 0 denote the statement that labels the root node in T'. 
I f  statement A labels a non-root node of T', then A is the set of all states such 
that the trace of all computations in SUP(P) which start in A 0 and end with s 
is equal to the instructions encountered along the path in T from the root 
node to the node corresponding to A. Since we have completely described 
T' in terms of SUP(P) alone, it follows that T' and P' are unique. 
The uniqueness of the second canonical form follows from the uniqueness 
of the first canonical form as follows. Let T be a forward tree decomposition. 
Let F 1 and F~ be the transformations defined in the proof of Theorem 4.2 such 
that F I (T  ) and F2(T ) are equivalent forward tree decompositions in first, res- 
pectively second canonical form. Note that if T is in second canonical form, 
then F2(FI(T)) = T. Now let T 1 and T 2 be equivalence forward tree decompo- 
sitions in second canonical form. We wish to show that T 1 = T 2 . But we have 
already shown that F~( T~) = F~( T z). So T 1 = F2( F~( T~) = F2( FI( T2) ) = T 2 . | 
The analog of Theorem 4.3 for tree decompositions, as apposed to forward 
tree decompositions, i  not valid. To see this note that a program P may have 
a canonical tree decomposition such that every computation is a cycle and hence 
any node may be taken as the root node. There are also other situations which 
can produce non-unique canonical tree decompositions. This is true for both 
the first and the second canonical forms. 
Our next result shows that the canonical forms are, in some sense, the smallest 
forward tree decompositions equivalent to a given program P. The proof is easy, 
given the techniques already developed, and hence is omitted. 
4.4 THEOREM. Let M be an I machine with a start instruction. Let P and P' 
be two equivalent, forward tree decomposable programs for M with start statements. 
(1) I f  the forward tree decomposition of P'  is in first canonical form, then 
every statement of P' is equal to the union of some statements of P. 
(2) I f  the forward tree decomposition of P' is in second canonical form and 
every statement of P is either open or closed, then every statement of P' is equal to 
the union statements of P. 
5. QUOTIENT MACHINES 
In previous sections we saw that the extent o which we can construct "well 
structured" programs for a given machine, M, depends not so much on the actual 
computations of M as it does on the traces of computations. In this section we 
consider "quotient machines" obtained by identifying states which produce 
computations having the same trace. In this way we can, in some sense, factor 
out properties of the machine M which are irrelevant to our current study. In 
addition to considering equivalence relations that identify two states which lead 
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to the same computation trace, we also consider weaker equivalence relations 
that simply require that the traces are equal for some initial segment. Also, 
we consider equivalence relations that identify two states, provided that they 
are both the last state in computations with equal traces. 
5.1 DEFINITION. Let M = (S,/1,12 .... , Zm) be an/r machine. 
5.1.1. Define the equivalence relation ~ I  on S by s 1 ~ I  s~ provided that 
the traces of the complete computations starting with s 1 and s 2 are equal. 
5.1.2. Define equivalence relations ~-~ (k = 1, 2, 3,...) on S by sl ~-~ s 2 
provided that either 
(i) the traces of the complete computations starting with s 1 and s 2 both 
have length at least k and agree on their first k entries, 
(ii) the traces of the complete computations starting with s~ and s 2 both 
have length less than k and are equal. 
5.1.3. Let S~ and S/~ denote the set of equivalence classes of elements of S 
induced by ~I  and ~--~ (k = 1, 2, 3,...) respectively. Let ~V/I denote the /" 
machine ($I,- /1,  [2 ,..., -/~) where the instructions -/i are interpreted as follows. 
Let [s] be the equivalence class of s with respect o ~"s • 
(i) If s is in DOM(Ii) and the trace of the complete computation starting 
with s is the one element sequence I i ,  then [i([s]) = [s]. 
(ii) If s is in DOM(Ik), s = s 1 , s2, s3,.., is the complete computation i  
M starting with s and j is the least j such that sj is not in DOM(/i), 
then Ii([s]) = [sjl. 
(iii) I f  s is a halting state of M, then [s] is a halting state of M I . 
5.1.4. Let k be a positive integer. The machine M is said to be initially h 
determined provided that, for any states l and s 2 of M, s 1 ~--,~ s2 implies sl ~'~ s2 • 
We shall see that there are a number of things we can say about the pro- 
gramming structure of M in terms of the programming structure of M I . 
5.2 THEOREM. If M is an I machine, then the following statements are equivalent. 
(1) S s isfinite. 
(2) S I = $I ~, for some k. 
(3) M is initially k determined, for some k. 
Proof. Clearly (2) implies (3) which, in turn, implies (1). So it will suffice 
to show (1) implies (2). To see this, note that $I 1, Ss a, Ssa,... is a sequence of 
finer and finer partitions of S and that S s is the common refinement of all these 
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partitions. Thus, if Sf is finite, then there must be a k such that, after S/~, the 
refinements in the sequence are no longer proper refinements and hence, 
S 1 = $I k for this k. II 
5.3 THEOREM. Let M be an I machine with a start instruction. [ f  M s has a 
universal tree decomposable, respectively universal forward tree decomposable, 
program, then every closed program for M with a start statement has an equivalent 
tree decomposable, respectively forward tree decomposable, program. 
Proof. Suppose M I has a tree decomposable, respectively forward tree 
decomposable, universal program. Take the tree decomposable universal 
program for M I and replace each statement ~/ of this program by the union 
of all equivalence classes in A. The result is a universal tree decomposable, 
respectively universal forward tree decomposable, program for M. The Theorem 
now follows directly from Lemma 3.4. | 
The converse to Theorem 5.3 does not hold as shown by the next example. 
5.4 EXAMPLE. Let M=(S , /1 ,12)  where S={1,2 ,3 ,4 ,5} ,  11(1 ) =3,  
I1(2 ) = 4, 12(3 ) = 5 and 4, 5 are halting states. M has I 1 as  a start instruction, 
M has a universal forward tree decomposable prgram and, hence, every closed 
program for M has an equivalent forward tree decomposable program. However, 
M I does not have a universal tree decomposable program. | 
If  M is an I machine and s is a state of M, then there is a unique complete 
computation of M starting with state s and, hence, it trivially follows that there 
is a unique trace for complete computations starting with s. If  M is trace con- 
sistent, then there is also a unique trace for computations that start with a start: 
state and end with s. So, if M is trace consistent, then each state has a unique 
"forward" trace and a unique "backward" trace. We have already considered 
the equivalence relation induced by "forward" traces. We now consider the 
equivalence relation induced by "backward" traces. 
5.5 DEFINITION. Let M = (S, 11, I 2 .... ,1~) be an I machine that is trace 
consistent. 
5.5.1. Let s be a state of M. Since M is trace consistent, here is a unique 
trace such that every computation from a start state to s has this trace. Call  
this trace the backward trace of s. 
5.5.2. Define the equivalence relation ~b on S by s 1 ~-% s 2 provided Sl: 
and s 2 have the same backward trace. 
5.5.3. Define equivalence relations ~-~ (k = 1, 2, 3,...) on S by s 1 ~ s2: 
provided that either 
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(i) the backward traces of q and s 2 both have length at least h and agree 
on their last k entries, or 
(ii) the backward traces of s 1 and s 2 both have length less than k and are 
equal. 
k 5.5.4. M is said to be terminally k determined provided S a ~-% s 2 implies 
S 1 r~.' b S 2 . 
5.5.5. Define the equivalence relation ~-~ on S by s 1 ~-~ sz provided both 
q ,-~f sz and s 1 ~-% s~. Let S~ k, Sb and S~ denote the set of equivalence classes 
of S induced by ~,  ,-~ and ,-~ respectively (k ~- 1, 2,...). 
5.6 LEMMA. Let M be an I machine that is trace consistent. I f  Sb is finite, 
then Sj is finite. 
Proof. Suppose S s is infinite. It will suffice to show that Sb is infinite. 
If there is an infinite trace for some complete computation in M, then this 
trace can be extended backwards to obtain an infinite trace of a complete com- 
putation starting with a start state. From this it follows that Sb is infinite. So 
suppose all complete computations have finite trace and Sf is infinite. Then, 
since each trace can be extended backwards to obtain a finite treace starting 
from the start Instruction, it follows that there are infinitely many finite traces 
which start with a start instruction. Hence Sb is infinite. | 
5.7 THEOREM. Let M = (S, I1, I 2,..., Ira) be an I machine that is trace 
consistent. The following are equivalent. 
(1) Sb is finite. 
(2) Sb ~- So ~ for some k. 
(3) M is terminally k determined. 
(4) S_  is finite. 
(5) S~ is the common refinement of Sb~ and Ss k, for some k. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1), (2) and (3) and the equivalence of (4) and (5) 
are proven in the same way as Theorem 5.2. Since S~ is the common refinement 
of Sb and Ss, the equivalence of (1) and (4) follows directly from Lemma 5.6. 
So all statements are equivalent. | 
5.8 THEOREM. Let M be an [ machine that is trace consistent. The following 
are equivalent. 
(1) M has a universal forward tree decomposable program. 
(2) Every closed program for M with a start statement isequivalent to forward 
tree decomposable program. 
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(3) Sb is finite. 
(4) S~ is finite. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) and the equivalence of (3) and (4) 
follow from Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 5.7 respectively. The equivalence of (1) 
and (3) follows from the proof of Theorem 4.3. So all statements are 
equivalent. | 
5.9 COROLLARY. Let M = (S, I 1 , 12 .... , I~) be an I machine with a start 
instruction. I f  M has a universal, forward tree decomposable program, then M is 
trace consistent and Sb is the unique universal, forward tree decomposable program 
for M zn first canonical form. 
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 3.4, Theorem 3.13 and the proof 
of Theorem 4.3. | 
5.10 COROLLARY. Let M = (S, [1,12 .... , I,,~) be an I machine with a start 
instruction. The following are equivalent. 
(1) M has a universal, forward tree decomposable program. 
(2) M is trace consistent and Sb is a forward tree decomposable program. 
(3) M is trace consistent and So is finite. 
(4) M is trace consistent and S~ is finite. 
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